THE
2020 AHF
SPONSORSHIP PROSPECTUS
Virtual and Annual Benefit Enhancements

Energize your brand
Engage operators
Exceed your expectations

A Letter from Ralph Goldbeck, AHF IAB Chair
We are living through unprecedented times. Not since
the last World War have we seen a global occurrence
have such a devastating effect on our lives and
economy. Like you, I am concerned about the status of
my business and our future. And, like you I do not know
the level of impact that the COVID-19 virus will have
upon the business climate or when we might be able to
return to “normal”, whatever the new “normal” will be.
What I do know is what an important role the
healthcare foodservice industry is filling by being a part
of the solution during these difficult times. While other
segments of the foodservice industry are contracting
their operations, healthcare foodservice is busier than
ever and is finding creative ways to fulfill their daily
duties. Now more than ever, the partnership between
our healthcare foodservice operators and our AHF
Business Partners is critical in helping us to get through
this very difficult time for our Nation and the World.
As businesspeople we will have to make difficult
decisions about where we place our sponsorship dollars
as we navigate through these troubled waters. Although
challenged with difficult working conditions and limited
resources, the healthcare foodservice sector is still a
viable marketplace in a growth position and needs our
services and products more than ever.
Now is the time to stay the course and
support our operator partners and AHF
to help them and those they serve make
it through this difficult time.
Thank you in advance for your continued
support and please keep your family and
business associates safe and healthy!

THE BASICS
REVIEW
Review this new prospectus & the opportunities
enclosed. Some of our opportunities are brand
new! Check them out.

SELECT BASE PACKAGE
Select a basic virtual support package to
determine at what level you will support the
virtual conference (Page 6).

SELECT ALACARTE
OPTIONS
Review the available a-la-carte opportunities to
extend your brand further and connect with
operators. (Pages 9, 11, 13)

FINALIZE YOUR PACKAGE
Determine your package structure. Speak with
Leah Reily, AHF Executive Director, to secure
your package. AHF will discuss with confirmed
sponsors in order by level.

ENJOY YOUR BRAND'S
VISIBILITY & BENEFITS!
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How AHF's Virtual & Annual Opportunities Work
EXISTING & PAID 2020 SPONSORS
The Conference portion of your paid sponsorship can be used towards the opportunities
outlined in this revised prospectus. We ask that you support us by first selecting a virtual
sponsorship level, and then using left over funds for a-la-carte items. You are welcome
to add additional items for added expense as you desire. AHF will work with each
sponsor individually to build out a preferred package. We will then send you a revised
agreement securing your new selections.
Leah Reily will provide you with the exact amount of your 2020 sponsorship payment
that is considered "Conference specific" which is available for redirection towards virtual
support.

NEW SPONSORS
If you have not yet sponsored with AHF this year, or are a completely new sponsor, reach
out to Leah Reily to schedule a call. We have both conference specific and nonconference opportunities. AHF and the self-operated healthcare and senior dining
industries are relationship driven. Let us help you get linked into our network to start
building relationships which your team can further build upon when we gather in Dallas
next August, 2021.

Secure Your Spot
Leah Reily, AHF Executive Director
lreily@healthcarefoodservice.org
1-800-899-1109 x700
Book time directly on
Leah's calendar: CLICK HERE
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About Our Virtual Conference
Why it's important to stay connected virtually in 2020
AHF's conference will be a fun, exciting, way for our operators to stay connected and
gain critical CEU’s during a unique moment in history. While many conferences have
gone virtual, AHF’s members have been busy and for many this will be their first
chance for some post-pandemic education and networking with their team.
AHF virtual conference will span 4 weeks beginning in August with a mix of live and
recorded sessions. Some of those sessions may be developed and hosted by you (see
below)! Members will access 12+ hours (likely more) of content through an online
learning platform and our virtual conference portal where they can self-pace their
learning, while also joining key live sessions, round tables, virtual networking, and
more. AHF is also working to develop fun games, brain breaks, virtual scavenger hunts
(including sponsor content), and more. Most of all, AHF will do what we do best –
create unique networking moments to further bring together our community. We will
weave additional interaction touch points throughout our virtual conference, including
ways for sponsors to get in touch with operators.
This is your chance to support operators and help them innovate and improve
efficiencies. In a recent survey nearly 100% of operators noted that either staffing or
revenue were of extreme concern in a post-covid world. Operators noted that they will
be looking for new and unique ways to deliver patient and customer experiences with
less - that's where our innovative business partners come in.
Most of all, you will be able to reach Operators that do not normally attend our live
annual conferences, further expanding your connections. In a recent member survey,
AHF's top 2 benefits of membership were networking and building relationships with
AHF business partners. Let us help you build new relationships and strengthen
existing ones. Then join us in Dallas in 2021 to continue your conversations.
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VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
SPONSORSHIP
The packages below are the basic items included if you choose to support the virtual
conference. AHF is flexible and will work with sponsors to meet your customized needs.
Package discussion will be had with sponsors by support level. Entry level virtual support
begins at Bronze level. P=Platinum | G=Gold | S=Silver | B=Bronze.

INCLUDED OPTIONS

P

G

S

B

All
Possible

5+
marketing
pieces

3+
marketing
pieces

+2
marketing
pieces

x8

x6

x4

x2

2 Min. &
speakers
Intro

1
Minute

Push
Notific.

Banner
Ad

Value $9,000 Value $7,000 Value $5,000 Value $2,800
Cost $7,000 Cost $5,000 Cost $3,000 Cost $1,200

Virtual Exhibit Booth - Branding, space for video
and documents, contact info
Logo inclusion on marketing pieces: Marketing
mails, social media promotions, and unique
webpages in conference LMS and Portal
Mobile App & Virtual Conference Portal: Company
listing, description, logo, & meeting capabilities
Special AHF Operator Insights: Copy of "What
Keeps you up at night" &COVID impact findings
Virtual Conference Registration Passes
Business Partner Directory: Inclusion in conference
edition.
+1 full AHF membership list (with virtual
conference registrants identified)
Insert x1 document, publication or special offer
into registration "welcome" email to registrants
Inclusion in special closing "Thank you" marketing
piece (detailed TBD)
Welcome Video: Inclusion in compiled opening
welcome video
Welcome or introduction to a session, video, or w/
branded content slide(s) Session choice by sponsor
level & date of original payment
Mobile app & virtual conference portal branding
Logo inclusion on weekly virtual conference
newsletter (attendee & non-attendee versions).
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Spotlight: Operator Gift
Box - $2,200
Thank our healthcare heroes
by adding an item into AHF's
registration gift box - delivered
directly to operators' doors.
Additional branding options
available on the box.
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Spotlight: Sponsored Recipe - $500
AHF's new website will house a Recipe Index. Sponsor a
recipe using your products! Recipe will include a branded
cover image, nutritional analysis (optional) and call out
for your product. The recipe will be hosted in the Index
for at least 1 year. AHF will promote its recipe index in
newsletters and AHF promotions.
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Virtual Conference
A La Carte Opportunities
Live / Session Opportunities
15 MINUTE INNOVATION SESSIONS

$1,000

4 REMAINING

Join our hosted technology innovation session to show AHF operators your newest
innovations and advancements.

BREAKOUT ROUND TABLE/FOCUS GROUP

$2,500

4 REMAINING

Exclusive round table or breakout focus group with AHF operators. Topics, focus, and
moderators to be determined in partnership with AHF.

30 MINUTE LUNCH & LEARN

$3,000

2 REMAINING

Put together a 30-minute lunch & learn either in conjunction with AHF's Virtual Conference,
or separately. Will be placed on AHF's Learning Management System for later viewing.

HAPPY HOUR SPONSORSHIP

$1,500

3 REMAINING

Become the sponsor of an AHF virtual Happy Hour. AHF will work with you to engage
operators during the networking event including fun ways to share Happy Hour themed
recipe cards, themed drinks and other engagement tools to help operators get involved.

Get Your Product(s) In Operator Hands
OPERATOR GIFT BOX - 1 PRODUCT/ITEM

$2,200

6 REMAINING

Add a branded product, item, or giveaway to our gift box. The box will be physically sent to
registered operators - this is your chance to show them your support! Some limitations to
size, weight, of included items. Production of item and shipping to identified location at
sponsor cost. Will be some limitation on size and weight of products.

OPERATOR GIFT BOX - 1 PRODUCT + BRANDING

$3,700

4 REMAINING

Add your brand to the outside of the operator gift box to ensure you're top of mind from the
moment operators receive their registration gift.

CULINARY SHOWCASE MYSTERY INGREDIENT

$3,000

1 AVAILABLE

Be the sponsor of AHF's showcase of our culinary talent. Send a mystery ingredient to
competitors to be used as a mandatory item and highlighted in their recipe and 2-5 minute
cooking video. Recipes, including your ingredient, will be placed on AHF's upcoming
redesigned recipe index. Branding and other visibility included in the sponsorship.
Ingredient must be something that can be easily incorporated into a range of recipes
utilizing AHF's market basket and be approved by AHF's Culinary Competition Committee.

Marketing
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER ROUNDUP

$1,500

4 AVAILABLE

Each "conference week" AHF will release a weekly newsletter to attendees, and one to those
who did not attend or register highlighting sessions, content, tips, and more. Sponsor one or
more weeks to be prominently featured and have a chance to share 1-2 sentences about a
new offering with a link.
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Spotlight: Exclusive Sponsored
Webinar - $2,000
Work with the AHF team to develop a
CEU accredited webinar for our
members. Webinars can be held any
time of year.

Sponsors can tap into introduction time,
extensive branding, analytics collection,
personalized introduction time, post
webinar content and more!
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Annual & Other
A La Carte Opportunities
Marketing Opportunities
MOBILE APP PUSH NOTIFICATION

$1,000

10 AVAILABLE

Push a unique message to AHF members through our mobile app. Mobile app will be used
for coordination and management of AHF Virtual Conference.

SPONSORED RECIPE ON NEW AHF WEBSITE

$500

25 AVAILABLE

Add a recipe using your ingredients to AHF's newly designer website (launching summer
2020). Recipe will include photo, ingredients, branding, and be available online for at least 1
year. *Also see Sponsored Chef Demonstration opportunity below

CUSTOMIZED OPERATOR SURVEY

$1,200

4 AVAILABLE

Build a customized survey to gather operator insights into your products, or newly
developing products/programs. AHF will release survey, include an incentive, and provide
summarized and raw details.

OPERATOR MEMBERSHIP LIST

$500

One of AHF's standard a la carte offerings is our operator membership list which can be
used to send a piece of marketing collateral 1 time by email or mail. AHF must approve
collateral, and list can only be used once per purchase.

Unique Opportunities
AHF BENCHMARKING EXPRESS SPONSORSHIP

$6,500

4 REMAINING

Sponsor AHF's robust, newly upgraded, Benchmarking Express program to go beyond
general operator insights. Sponsors will get customized reports showing data for all of AHF
KPI's, obtain quarterly reports with summarized data points to share with customers, and
join our sponsorship committee to help shape the future of our program. This is a great
opportunity to build unique relationships within AHF.

SPONSORED EDUCATIONAL SESSION

$2,000

3 REMAINING

Host a session outside our virtual conference to provide CEU's to AHF's members. Work
with the AHF team to secure speakers, create content, and produce the webinar. Obtain a
chance to gain some data insights and guide the content and session.

SPONSORED CHEF DEMONSTRATION

$2,200

4 REMAINING

Get the chance to present a recipe demonstration with your chef on video, or work with
AHF to select a self-operated chef to work with your team and produce a selected recipe.
Recipe and video will also be placed on AHF recipe index & new website.
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Spotlight: Culinary Showcase
Mystery Ingredient - $3,000

Celebrate AHF's Culinary Talent
Help AHF celebrate our culinary talent by sponsoring our Virtual
Culinary Showcase. One sponsor would provide a mystery
ingredient that can be adapted into any dish created using our
marketing basket items. 5 finalist competitors will receive your
ingredient and create a video to be voted on by AHF's members.
The sponsor will be highlighted on marketing materials and select
pages/content areas.
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Annual - Non-Conference
A La Carte Opportunities
S.O. Connected Magazine Advertising
20% discount afforded to full annual sponsors at Bronze+
EXCLUSIVE CENTER FOLDOUT INSERT OR ISSUE COVER-WRAP
TWO-PAGE SPREAD
FULL PAGE AD
HALF PAGE AD
ONE THIRD PAGE AD

$8,000/ISSUE
$6,000/ISSUE
$3,000/ISSUE
$2,000/ISSUE
$1,750/ISSUE

Self-Op Weekly Bites Newsletter Advertising
PREMIUM BANNER AD (HYPERLINKED)
STANDARD BANNER AD (HYPERLINKED)

$150/WEEK
$100/WEEK

S.O. In the Know Monthly Newsletter Advertising
20% discount afforded to full annual at Bronze +
PREMIUM TOP OF THE NEWSLETTER BANNER AD (HYPERLINKED)
STANDARD BANNER AD (HYPERLINKED)

$1,500/MONTH
$700/MONTH

Business Partner Directory Advertising
Available only to full annual sponsors at Bronze+
TWO-PAGE SPREAD
(SOLD OUT) FRONT INSIDE COVER
INSIDE BACK COVER
FULL PAGE AD
HALF PAGE AD

$6,000/EDITION
$3,500/EDITION
$3,500/EDITION
$3,000/EDITION
$2,000/EDITION
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AHF IS IGNITING DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY
AHF has been busy. Our world just got more digital, and AHF has been hard at work
improving our digital platforms - and therein the ways it highlights sponsors and
connects them with Operators. Our new features will help AHF continue to grow and
expand its membership into the self-operated industry.

DIGITAL BUSINESS PARTNER DIRECTORY
AHF's Business Partner (BP) Directory is going digital. AHF's Directory is a
comprehensive listing of business partners by numerous categories, used by AHF
members to find services and products. The Directory will transition into a year-round
searchable format. Our new website will prominently highlight the Directory for easy
reference by Operators. Our BP Directory is the #1 rated members benefit in 2020!

REDESIGNED WEBSITE
We've been working to completely redesign our website from the ground up. It will be
beautiful, easy to navigate, and incorporate brand new features.

NEW LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
With our virtual conference, AHF will launch a formal Learning Management System
where we will archive AHF's CEU's, conference content, webinars, and more.

RECIPE INDEX
AHF's new website will include a searchable recipe index with unique opportunities to
highlight business partner recipes, culinary competition award winners, and more.

SEARCHABLE DOCUMENT LIBRARY
AHF's new website will include an easy to use searchable/sortable document library.
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THANK YOU
We value each and every one of our sponsors.
Thank you for your continued support and
partnership. We can't wait to see you in
person next August 2021 in Dallas, TX!

Energize your
brand
Engage operators
Exceed your
expectations

